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FUNCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT OF MID LEFT ANTERIOR DESCENDING LESION AFTER 
ANGIOPLASTY OF FUNCTIONAL RIGHT CORONARY TOTAL OCCLUSION: TWO BIRDS 
WITH ONE STONE

Francesco Giardinelli, Annamaria Dachille, Alessandro Xhelo, Nicola Signore, Gianluca 
Camarda, Luca Benedetto, Carlo D’Agostino

Cardiologia Ospedaliera, AOUC Policlinico, Bari

Coronary physiology of chronic total occlusions (CTO) and collateral donor vessel is well-
known; yet, there is poor evidence of the anatomic remodelling of collaterals in the abscence 
of CTOs. Also, targeting Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) with physiology methods 
such as instant wave-free ratio (iFR) helps preventing additional costs and complications. In 
this case, we present a calcific aorto-ostial lesion of the Right Coronary Artery (RCA) which 
worked as a functional CTO, stealing blood flow from collateral vessels arising from the 
mid portion of the Left Anterior Descending Coronary artery (LAD) after an angiographic 
intermediate stenosis.

Technical resolution: Before approaching the lesion of the mid LAD, we performed a 
physiology-driven technical decision, evaluating the changes of iFR of LAD placing a 
pressure guide wire in distal LAD; after revealing an ischemic value (0.73), we treated the 
RCA ostial lesion with multiple pre-dilation and with the apposition of a Drug Eluting Stent 
(DES); we then proceeded with multiple post-dilation with Non Compliant balloons. We 
then witnessed a complete and rapid regression of collateral vessels to the distal portion 
of the RCA. In the end, we evaluated LAD lesion once again, founding ad iFR value of 0.92 
(+0.19), for which we decided not to treat it.

Clinical implications: The patient firstly came with a dignosis of Non-ST-segment Elevation 
Myocardial Infarction (NSTEMI) in a subacute phase, as his symptoms were gone and 
Troponin value was dropping; after urgent angiography, the procedure was deffered as no 
acute occlusion were found, and the decision of using physiology methods to better assess 
the coronary anatomy showed its results: the left ventricular function improved (Ejection 
fraction went from 35% to 45%), no arrhythmias were detected, and no complications 
occurred during his lenght of stay.

Perspectives: In our case, the ostial lesion of the RCA may be considered a “Functional 
CTO”, as it had not the anatomical features of a CTO, but the blood flow downstream heavily 
depended on ipsilateral collaterals; furthermore, what made our case more interesting 
was the effect made by PCI of RCA on the LDA physiology, which deferred a treatment 
that many operators might have found mandatory: assessing coronary lesions by means 
of angiography only may lead to errors in evaluating the severity of stenosis, while with 
the help of physiology methods, even complex anatomies that may seem to be requiring 
necessary treatment can be better understood.

 
  
 


